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Streptococcus agalactiae (GBS)

Gram-positive bacterium

Emerging pathogen in elderly and immunocompromised adults

An opportunistic pathogen with a broad spectrum of host

Leading cause of neonatal morbidity and mortality

à High level of adaptability
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1. Regulon of CcpA
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Genes activated by CcpA Genes inhibited by CcpA
Total=89                                 Total=185

à CcpA regulates 13,5% of the genome in CDM + 0,25% 
glucose in mid-exponential phase

RNAseq: A909WT vs. A909∆ccpA

2. Confirmation of the cre sites

SAK_0257
PTS of trehalose

Gene repressed by CcpA

SAK_0171
Ribose Operon Regulator
Gene repressed by CcpA

T A GT AA G C GA TT A C AA T TG T AA A C G AT T A C AT
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Electrophoretic mobility shift assay

à The EMSA confirms the cre consensus sequence proposed by 
Regprecise

3. SAK_1689 a gene regulated by CcpA putatively
involved in stress response

50% of sequence identity 
with Lmo1580 of Listeria 
monocytogenes = UspA

protein involved in acid and 
oxidative stress resistance

A gene highly repressed by CcpA (X 16 RNAseq)

Effect of CcpA on the expression of pSAK_1689 in 
mid-exponential phase and late stationary phase 

in CDM+ 0,25% glucose

Effect of acid and oxidative stresses on the gene 
SAK_1689 expression measured by qRT-PCR
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à Transcriptional fusions 
confirm the regulation of 
SAK_1689 by CcpAWT    ∆ccpA ∆ccpA::ccpA

à SAK_1689 is
overexpressed in 
H2O2 (2,5 mM)

CONCLUSION

Catabolite repression in Bacillus subtilis
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Binding to cre sites, CcpA regulates 13,5% of the GBS genome and 
regulates several genes putatively involved in stress response. 

Survival experiments in oxidative condition and in macrophages 
with A909∆SAK_1689 and its complement are on going.
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1. Which genes are regulated by CcpA?
2. What is the cre site in GBS?

3. Is there a link between catabolite 
repression and stress response?


